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Soft Network ∞ Rachel Comey, Cobble Hill

Inspired to address the increasing isolation and disembodiment
of contemporary life (accelerated and exacerbated by the global
pandemic), and to support and engage with their artistic
communities, Chelsea Spengemann, director of the Stan VanDerBeek
Archive and Sara VanDerBeek, artist and teacher, co-founded Soft
Network. Conceived as an experimental arts cooperative, projects
including art exhibitions, publications and ephemera will be
presented in collaboration with Rachel Comey online and in
store. Profits from sales related to Soft Network projects will
go towards funding future collaborations including inter-media
performances, screenings and engagements with other venues.

By presenting a range of material and engaging multiple
platforms, Soft Network aims to respond flexibly to economic
challenges in the arts, creating opportunities for connectivity
beyond conventional art spaces, while expanding audiences for
all participants. Spengemann and VanDerBeek began working
together in 2007 at the Soho-based, artist-run gallery Guild &
Greyshkul. Since 2013 they have been actively restaging Stan
VanDerBeek’s multimedia installations for museums and projects
including the Whitney Museum of American Art, NY (2016); Walker
Art Center, MN (2017); and Art Basel Cities: Buenos Aires
(2018). Their most recent project at the Black Mountain College
Museum + Arts Center (2019), in which work by Sara was shown
with work by Stan, and the success they have felt navigating
Stan’s archive together encouraged them to expand their practice
to include other artists and archives.

For their first presentation, VanDerBeek and Spengemann invited
contributions by three artists in their existing networks - Gwen
Smith, Lau Wai and Yelena Yemchuk. This particular assembly of
works will be available to view during regular store hours or by
appointment. All artworks are available for immediate purchase
at the store or online at rachelcomey.com. The first iteration
of this presentation was launched by Altman Siegel gallery in an
online viewing room. Films by Shigeko Kubota, Lynn Hershmann
Leeson and Stan VanDerBeek were also included. Materials by



Kubota, Leeson and VanDerBeek continue to be represented through
ephemera from Soft Network’s personal collection and screenings.

In Soft Network’s online store, items are divided into various
sections that will be periodically updated. All of the works
included online as “Archival Actions and Re-Actions” and in the
Rachel Comey store explore themes of re-surfacing histories and
networked bodies. Images that refer to particular identities and
eras are processed by the artists through a range of gestures
including the use of more recently available digital
technologies as well as timeless, traditional methods of
photography, painting and collage. By presenting items from some
of the participant’s practices such as process polaroids or
sketches for larger works, Soft Network proposes an expansion of
what one considers valuable in the realm of an artist’s
production while also offering a wider range of prices for
collectible items.

Gwen Smith’s work includes framed prints initially made in black
and white watercolor and tempera for her books The Black Woman
Project Vol. 1 and Vol. 2. Revealing a fluid process of locating
one image and presenting it in her own style across multiple
mediums, Smith archives her paintings and photographs in
book-form while also re-presenting them in silk screens and
digital prints. Smith’s books are an accumulation of over 300
portraits of Black Women she has chosen to paint out of
reverence for their contribution to humanity. Included in each
book is an index containing every painting, the subject’s name
and a short description of who the subject is and why Smith
chose them. A selfie that Smith made with her phone as a way to
mark the date each portrait was completed is linked with each
painting in the index and included on the back of each print. By
giving form to a collective of Black Women deserving respect and
admiration and repeatedly re-imagining their representation,
Smith activates her connections to this community.

Lau Wai, an artist who studied with Sara VanDerBeek in New York
and currently lives in Hong Kong where she was born, contributes
an editioned sculpture of a five inch tall gray figure in a
relaxed, yet engaged posture sitting cross-legged and leaning
back on their hands. Visibly Invisible(Gray) is 3D printed in



lightweight gray PLA - a plastic material made from renewable
resources common in the 3D printing field. A smooth, blank plane
as a face and hundreds of thin, jagged layers visible upon close
inspection combined with other more human details such as the
curved arch of the figure’s foot, form an uncanny impression.
Since Wai used open source, consumer grade software to capture
and translate her image into a 3D printing program requiring
further manipulation, the result emphasizes the glitches common
to the process of digital representation. Wai’s work utilizes
photography, video, drawing and installation to explore the
multilateral constructions of identity in relation to race,
gender and the notion of belonging. She attempts to investigate
how history, fiction, personal memory and virtuality collide in
the process of identity formation through personal and
historical archives, cinematic imagery, popular culture and
digital media.

Co-founder of Soft Network, Sara VanDerBeek, introduces a new
series for this project entitled, Ancient Woman 2022, in which
she incorporates gestural layers of paint and eye shadow onto
the surface of her photographs for the first time. She began
photographing Roman statuary in 2012 with a residency in Rome at
Fondazione Memmo, and continues to work with ancient female
figures as an evolving and expanding archive. VanDerBeek thinks
of these sculptures as ancient examples of composite, networked
bodies since they were originally made using parts of multiple
figures created in workshops then dispersed and displayed as a
form of ancient propaganda. Their symbolism is further
complicated through reproduction within contemporary venues and
interfaces. Returning to images of a sculpture of Aphrodite from
the National Archeological Museum in Naples as well as other
images of the female form from various international
collections, VanDerBeek captures, colorizes and renders these
ancient women into new composites of image and action.
VanDerBeek’s use of makeup in particular refers to ancient and
modern practices of adornment but also to the process of
de-facing idolization. This act of reclamation and of reverence
is meant as both a disruption and a reframing to encourage new
perspectives on the past and the present.



Yelena Yemchuk uses photography, film, watercolor and collage as
mediums through which to investigate the flexibility of
identity. In the collages contributed to this presentation,
Yemchuk combines images of faces from antiquity, art history,
fashion and commercial print. The particular group on view
shares a cool palette of grays and blues like much of the other
works in this project. Working from an archive of 20th century
media reminiscent of publications she encountered as a child
living in Soviet Ukraine, through her distillation and graceful
recombination of certain faces, Yemchuk conveys her dissonant
experience of being surrounded by strong women in person while
being confronted by an extremely different type of woman
idolized in print. The gentle yet profound schisms in her
collages also parallel her experience of immigrating to the USA.
Yemchuk has been a collaborator with Rachel Comey for over a
decade.

The “Issues & Re-Issues” sections in Soft Network’s online store
features publications by the participants as well as recently
produced special editions such as a collaboration with
VanDerBeek. Special edition prints made by VanDerBeek with her
long-term collaborators at Pochron Studios are also offered in
this section as larger scaled, re-presentations of her pastel
hued, vibrant Ancient Woman 2022 series in which photographs
taken by VanDerBeek are digitally manipulated, painted on and
rephotographed in a process that disrupts simple reproduction of
female figures for idolization and consumption.

A new book by Yemchuk, Mabel, Betty & Bette, includes her
sensual, cinematically staged photographs and collages inspired
by feminine archetypes. Yemchuck uses her mastery of the
photography book form and eye for framing figures to explore female
bodies as mythic spaces upon which projections of self and society
fall. In particular, Yemchuk stages women on the edge of change,
crisis or loss of self as embodied by an expanding cast of over 50
participants photographed in locations evoking both the familiar and
bizarre. The 148 page softcover is published by Kominek Books, Berlin
as an edition of 500.

Another book offered, VanDerBeek + VanDerBeek was made on the
occasion of an exhibition curated by Spengemann and VanDerBeek



at the Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center in 2020,
relevant in this context as the seed from which Soft Network was
grown. This title comes with a new dust jacket designed along
with the book by Michael Schmelling and Sara VanDerBeek. A
limited edition of 50 books also include a print by Sara
VanDerBeek and a film still from Stan VanDerBeek’s footage of
Merce Cunningham. The catalog includes installation views from
the exhibition; dynamic layouts of both VanDerBeeks’ works
published for the first time including several early poems and
paintings by Stan; essays by scholars Hyemin Kim, Andrianna
Campbell-LaFleur and Gloria Sutton; and a printed leaflet of a
conversation on VanDerBeek and Spengemann’s collaboration in the
VanDerBeek Archive presented as a keynote lecture for the
Re:Viewing Black Mountain 11 Conference.

The Black Woman Project Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 by Smith - an
extensive archive honoring over 300 Black Women who have
contributed to the betterment of all humanity - as well as EDGY,
an artist book Smith made in 2015 of her photographs of texts
and images posted on city surfaces framing the zeitgeist are
also offered in this presentation. Both The Black Woman Project
and EDGY come with a special edition print of an image from the
book. Multiplying how her EDGY pictures function further, a
print of a stenciled and spray painted King Tut image from
Smith’s growing archive is also included as a separate work in
the store and online in a section called “Multi-Nodal” along
with a group of archival material from the participating
artists.

A dream archive of sorts, the collection in “Multi-Nodal” of
artwork, publications, special editions and ephemera grows out
of Soft Network’s interest in process and dialogue between
practitioners and their inspirations. This section will be
ongoing, accumulative and intergenerational. Ephemera from Soft
Network’s personal collection includes exhibition catalogs with
texts on Mary Lucier and Shigeko Kubota and Fluxus as well as a
poster and DVD from Lynn Hershman Leeson. Lucier, Kubota and
Leeson are all considered in this context for their pioneering
use of video as a means to process identity and as an inspiring
model of female agency. The embrace of ephemera and collectivity
as artwork and expanded by practitioners of the past such as the



Fluxus movement provides an additional context for Soft
Network’s approach.

In addition to Rachel Comey, Soft Network’s collaborators
include Pochron Studios, Brooklyn; Stanley & Sons, Springs, Long
Island; and Wolfy Part II, Tivoli, NY.

Future projects by Soft Network include collaborations with The
Woodman Family Foundation and artist Steve Locke; The Merce
Cunningham Trust; artist Anya Kielar; artist Kamau Patton; and
Stanley & Sons in Springs, Long Island.

For more information contact info@softnetwork.art


